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Culture, Tourism, Europe and External Relations Committee 

10th meeting, 2018 (Session 5) Thursday 19 April 2018 

Scotland’s Screen Sector inquiry 

In September 2017 the Committee issued a call for evidence on its inquiry into 
Scotland’s Screen Sector. The Following written submissions were received from 
witnesses on today’s panel: 

 Caledonia TV 

 Equity 

 Dr M Franklin 
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Written submission from Caledonia TV 

Introduction 

Glasgow based Caledonia TV is celebrating its 25th anniversary this year. We make 
quality popular factual programmes for all the major UK broadcasters and have a 
growing international slate. Caledonia has produced hundreds of hours for the BBC 
– Channels 2 and 4, Scotland, Alba, Wales, Northern Ireland and BBC America - 
ITV, Channel 4, Five, Sky, Foxtel, The History Channel Europe, USA and Australia, 
the Crime & Investigation Channel and Germany’s ZDF.  

We now employ 14 people full time, along with various freelancers. We currently 
have a four year output deal for 24 hours per year of programming from BBC Alba.  

Leadership, Strategy and Support 

How can the industry successfully implement the recommendations outlined in the 
Screen Sector Leadership Group report?  

The core message of the SSLG recommendations is increased investment. There is 
no doubt Scotland has creativity, business expertise and talent. But Scotland is also 
lagging behind, not just the rest of the world, but other parts of the UK. In our 
submission, we focus on our experiences of previous investment – good and bad - 
and strategies for the future. 

How can we ensure that the Screen Unit has the remit and responsibility for 
providing the strategic vision and leadership across the sector?  

The screen sector – with its own wide range of conflicting remits from cultural to 
commercial – sits within a still wider arts body Creative Scotland (CS). It is critical 
that the Screen Unit (SU) adopts a coherent targeted approach to our complex and 
fast changing industry with its different, sometimes competing, priorities. Business 
development and production investment must complement each other and this may 
sit better together in the SU’s remit. The SU must address the failings of the current 
funding patterns across different agencies – for example, there should be staff in the 
SU who specialise in funding TV non scripted programming and drama 
documentaries, as well as Film and TV drama. 

What is your view of the current leadership of the screen sector through Creative 
Scotland and other supporting bodies?  

There is a feeling in the factual TV world that CS does not relate to us. We 
acknowledge that CS has a vast array of funding priorities in the cultural field but, in 
the commercial area, film and TV drama has always been prioritised for funding due 
to Lottery funding. CS’s role has not been focused on company growth but funding 
film and TV scripted production. With the arrival of FAANG – Facebook Apple 
Amazon Netflix and Google – on the scene, there is increased demand for high end 
drama and documentaries.   

It is a difficult balance to strike – growing indigenous film and TV companies and 
generating Scottish content while also investing in bringing outside productions to 
Scotland with an accompanying impact on jobs and a halo effect for Scotland as a 
prime filming destination.  There is still a sense that Film is a cultural activity that 
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needs public support and TV is profitable. But these are Scottish indigenous 
businesses, creating jobs and programming, that need investment to grow in the 
world of continuing London dominance, the superindie and the international market.  
Scotland could be a creative powerhouse. 

What are your views on the availability of funding and support for all content 
development?  

Creative Scotland’s investment funds are Lottery based – so there has to be a focus 
on film and TV drama. Funding for factual programming, even very high end blue 
chip drama documentaries, is always predicated on cinema release and feature 
length. We no longer even think of applying for CS funding for factual or drama 
documentary productions as so few projects meet their criteria.  

In the absence of other public or private funds, this puts us at a serious disadvantage 
when trying to leverage co-productions with other parts of the world. Programme 
flexibility in shape and content is all. Caledonia TV has worked on TV factual co-
productions with Australia, Germany, Canada and Ireland. Their funding options are 
far superior to ours – both in public funding and tax breaks. With no CS funding and 
only broadcaster input, we bring less to the table and become the junior partners in 
the deal, even with our own IP, and gain less from international distribution of the 
production. Our partners want our ideas and access to our English speaking market, 
but we cannot boost our portion of the finance plan the way our co producers can.  
And the budget threshold for UK tax credits is set at £1 million per hour. Even the 
very highest end factual productions are rarely budgeted at over £500,000. 

We understand that the funding patterns in Northern Ireland Screen are far more 
sympathetic to factual programming, match funding with broadcasters and growing 
indigenous companies. Screen Wales has a joint project with Sky Vision to fund TV 
programming and their Media Investment Fund is managed, alongside the Isle of 
Man fund, by Pinewood Studios. Both nations have larger screen funds than 
Scotland. The figures in late 2015 were NI £43m, Wales £30m and Scotland £4m. 
Recent Scottish Government funding for CS has closed the gap marginally. NI also 
benefits from the combination of Irish and UK tax credits.  

We believe it is foolish to rely on growing our business through Scotland and the 
fiercely competitive UK network alone – which is why we have targeted the 
international market with some success. While we have made considerable progress 
in international factual co-productions, it is difficult to justify further company 
investment without better Scottish production funding. Our recent co-producer in 
Ireland has stated that he has built his business on leveraging international series 
through the Irish Tax Credits system and the Broadcast Authority of Ireland (BAI) 
public funding.  

Do you consider the support provided by Scottish Enterprise to be adequate?  

There is a general sense that Scottish Enterprise (SE) do not understand our 
industry and how we operate. Basic business training flip charts – which we do not 
need, having survived for 25 years – and consultants, who know much less about 
our business than we do, are not the answer.  

Caledonia did benefit in the 2000’s from two excellent SE schemes. Firstly, the 
Network Development Programme paid £25,000 over 2 years – which we matched – 
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towards hiring an experienced development executive to fast forward our network 
production. In 18 months, the executive increased our turnover by £1 million with 
new broadcasters and new genres.  Secondly, the Co Investment Fund, which 
matched broadcaster and investor funds with SE funds to co fund factual 
programmes with international potential, backed our biggest ever selling 
documentary.  

These successful schemes have never been repeated. The SSLG called for 
“increased and appropriate business development support for screen businesses”. 
SE is failing to provide this. Our company has now been told by SE that we cannot 
even be account managed by them unless our turnover is £4 million upwards. There 
appears to be a trend in SE to regard companies close to or above the £10m 
turnover level as the favoured area for investment. Of indigenous companies, only 
STV (broadcaster backed) and IWC (part of the Banijay group) have turnovers over 
£10 million. Two are above £5 million, but the vast majority are below that.  We 
would argue that growing companies of our scale – and 25 years of experience and 
job creation - is also important.  

Scotland appears to have many more London branch offices than Northern Ireland 
and Wales. Is this caused by SE investment policies? With the potential increase in 
Scottish quotas and network funding from both the BBC and Channel 4, we may well 
see a growth in superindie Scotland offices yet again, all competing for a slice of the 
Scottish broadcast market. The BBC’s policy of “lift and shift” – bringing large 
productions from London to Scotland to speedily fill the quota - has been identified 
and will hopefully recede.  

SE has a tendency to prioritise large companies from London setting up Scottish 
bases for “inward investment” funds. It is an easy hit to throw money at companies 
who are already prosperous and with substantial broadcaster track record and 
relationships. These companies are not here for the long haul if the profits do not 
justify it. SE have also funded Scottish based start-ups, often with London backing, 
and no turnover while they will not look to invest in Scottish companies of many 
years standing with turnovers below £4million. How many jobs were created? How 
many of the start-ups funded by SE survive? Our trade association Pact’s figures for 
start-ups are around 100 per year, of whom 50% survive.  

How might they or other bodies work to provide appropriate support for the industry?  

The funding schemes – for programme development and investment - that worked 
for us are still valid. 

An increase of dedicated development personnel, increasing the quality and number 
of pitches and building broadcaster relationships, are Scottish companies’ life blood. 
It is the main element we all invest in to grow in this competitive market and the 
biggest drain on every production company. Investment in that area will lead to 
growth. 

Production investment funds like those of Screen Australia, the Broadcasting 
Authority of Ireland, Telefilm Canada, the various French and German funding 
agencies and regions - even those in Wales and Northern Ireland - are superior to 
ours and interesting models.  
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The UK tax credit system does not benefit factual TV so a reform of that system is 
much needed. 

How can Ofcom work to support the sector in its new role as regulator?  

Ofcom must make sure the qualification for a Scottish production is rigorously 
policed. The criteria need to be re-evaluated.  

What are your views on the state of commissioning for Scottish content?  

Commissioning opportunities are limited.  As the Scottish Broadcasting Commission 
in 2007-8 pointed out, there needs to be some other commissioning outlet for 
independent production apart from the BBC. Their proposal was a publicly funded 
digital channel on the lines of S4C in Wales.  

The local programming STV makes is very low budget. They almost never 
commission programming from an external independent company. STV Productions, 
their in-house production arm, is an independent producer who can co produce with 
or are commissioned by broadcasters and other platforms. The ITV system used to 
have a 25% quota for independent productions but has now built up production 
arms.  

BBC network and Channel 4 have both stated that they need – post Brexit – to 
reflect other parts of the UK apart from the south east and London. It remains to be 
seen whether Scottish production companies will benefit from this trend.  

The BBC is certainly increasing the drive to commission more network programming 
from Scotland with a new £20 million fund announced. Competing for that with the 
wider industry and STV, will of course be BBC Studio’s new independent company in 
Glasgow Pacific Quay productions.  The outcome of that investment has yet to be 
measured.  

How might the newly proposed BBC channel help support the industry in Scotland?  

Caledonia TV is in principle very much in favour of the new BBC Scotland channel. A 
country with a national parliament needs a national broadcaster. The failure to 
extend the S4C concept to Scotland and Northern Ireland in 1982 was a mistake as 
Welsh audiences and the Welsh creative industries have all benefitted.   

A new channel should give Scottish licence fee payers a much needed new range of 
content and Scotland’s domestic television  production market a shot in the arm 
extending the limited current opportunities to serve the Scottish audience. But quality 
content requires investment. 

We have however significant concerns about the level of content funding announced 
by the BBC to date and the decision to transmit in standard definition (SD). We are 
not convinced that the £30 million per annum content budget is sufficient to produce 
the required number of hours of original, high quality, primetime content the BBC 
proposal suggests and the audience will expect from Scotland’s new national 
broadcaster.  Once the cost of the 9pm news hour is factored in, the £30 million 
budget is reduced to £25,000 per hour – hardly sufficient to fund the comedy or 
drama proposed, let alone compete with network or digital channels. We also believe 
that the modern audience, with access to HD channels on every platform, expect 
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content to be delivered in HD. Lastly, we have a concern about the viability of the 
9.00pm hour long news, given the slot and digital competition. 

In addition the total of the £30 million on offer and the £20 million earmarked for 
Scottish network content still does not address the shortfall in the Scottish licence 
fee spend. The average Licence Fee spend % by the BBC across both Wales and 
Northern Ireland is 98.00% - and Wales is 110% if S4C is included. In Scotland it is 
72.42%.  If the BBC in Scotland was to spend 98.00% of the Licence Fee revenue it 
raises in Scotland an additional £82.26m would be invested in Scotland’s creative 
economy each year. This would allow for a significant increase - by around two thirds 
- in the content budget of the new BBC Scotland channel.  

How might Brexit impact the Scottish screen industry?  

In our experience, companies outside London and the south east are much more 
inclined to look to Europe for funding and co production. Our local broadcast map is 
smaller and the commissions on the network have been more limited. So working 
with Europe has always been on our agenda.  

Creative Europe provides production grants for single programmes or series co 
produced across the bloc. Caledonia has twice won substantial slate development 
funding from the EU Media and Creative Europe programmes – which allowed us to 
run a larger development team and win more commissions and increase our co 
production slate. Brexit will put an end to that.  

Talent Development, Skills and Training 

How can Scotland nurture and retain domestic talent?  

Our experience is that skills training in Scotland is good. The problem is whether the 
indigenous industry can provide regular employment.  

Our staff have taken part in several courses at Glasgow’s excellent TRC Media – in 
research, production, business affairs and international development. We have also 
hosted trainees from Sabhal Mòr Ostaig in Skye – two of whom we then employed 
as staff.  There is also a good range of university and college courses in Media 
Studies. There could be an argument  that there are perhaps too many courses for 
the jobs available on graduation.  

In 25 years we have only employed one media studies graduate, preferring to train 
on the job.  There is a lack of diversity in the university and college training courses. 
There is too much focus on directing and producing and little or none on other 
necessary technical and management skills, let alone media business skills.  

Professional courses in production management, for example, are only available in 
London.  Perhaps the NFTS coming to Scotland will address this issue.  

In diversity, Scotland has the same issues as the rest of the UK. There is currently 
no outreach from the industry to the BAME community. Hence we may be losing out 
on attracting a large pool of new talent. But we do need a Scottish solution, working 
with local communities, to recruitment and training, not a UK imposed one.  
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Does Scotland have the requisite level of domestic talent to accommodate an 
increase in productions coming to the country?  

In the factual area, nurturing or training is not the problem - retaining is. We have 
talent here but if there is not enough regular work here in Scotland for people to gain 
experience or regular employment and career advancement, they will go where the 
work is – often to London. So boosting production is critical to keeping and 
advancing skills. In reverse - the requisite level of talent to bring in commissions and 
production will only exist if there is a home market to sustain it. Once we have the 
‘go to’ talent broadcasters want, as well as the right ideas, we will win more 
commissions.  

Infrastructure, Intelligence and Maximising Benefit to Scotland 

What improvements to the current studio infrastructure are needed? How might this 
be achieved? What kinds of facilities are needed and where?  

In general we would support whatever infrastructure and incentives are required to 
make high level productions in, and bring production to, Scotland for the benefit of 
the wider industry and the country. The experiences of Ireland and Wales are worth 
studying to see what optimum scale of studio facility was required to bring in high 
level production. We must remember that Ireland’s tax credit system was also a 
large factor in bringing productions there. The UK tax system is differently structured. 

The Pentland plan, as approved, seems to be very large scale with extra facilities 
added in. Is that scale necessary and is it in the right place?  Lack of an all singing 
all dancing facility did not prevent Outlander coming to Scotland. Are pop up studios 
just as useful and more cost effective? We do not need a giant white elephant when 
and if work dries up.   

Data Collection 

The need for more reliable data about the sector and how it might be collected.  

The industry needs data about how the broadcasters spend their budgets, how they 
adhere to quotas and how their spend relates to their public service remits.   

We need specific figures on the spend of Scottish Enterprise on inward investment in 
startups and London offshoots, as well as indigenous companies. We also need 
analysis of the growth and success of these companies and which still operates in 
Scotland. 

Written submission from Equity 

Equity is the trade union representing over 42,000 people working in the UK’s film, 
television, theatre, dance, variety and music industries. Our membership includes 
actors, singers, dancers, stage managers, circus artists, theatre directors and many 
other performers and creative workers. We also have over 5000 student members 
who are currently training at accredited drama schools and other recognised higher 
education institutions. 
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The creative sector is an important driver of the UK economy, accounting for 
£87.4bn of value in 2015 and 1.86 million jobs. The sector has grown by 34% since 
2010. Since 2011, the number of jobs in the Creative Industries has risen by nearly 
20 per cent - almost triple the rate of the UK economy. 2017 has seen a significant 
increase in the amount of filming in Scotland but to date we have no hard figures to 
quantify that. 

Equity has been able to negotiate and maintain collective agreements covering most 
of the major areas of work in film and television for ‘front of camera’ talent. These 
collective agreements set minimum rates of pay and terms and conditions which 
provide security for workers and employers in our industries. 

Equity members are forced to be peripatetic. Currently we have 2,400 members 
resident in Scotland but there is a bigger Scottish diaspora in London, Los Angeles 
and New York. 

Flexible labour has been a long running characteristic of the screen industries. 
Availability of talent, often at short notice, is crucial for many employers. However, 
Equity wishes to challenge the recruitment practices in the screen industries. We 
believe that employers should deliberately assign greater time and resources to the 
casting and recruiting process in order to achieve a fairer and more deliberate 
outcome. At the moment, too much casting and recruiting is last minute resulting in 
many employers going back to the ‘tried and trusted’. One unintended consequence 
of this is a serious lack of diversity in the workforce.  

Equity’s most recent survey of members found that 11% earned nothing from their 
work in the entertainment industry and 67% earned either nothing or under £10k per 
year. Nearly half of respondents (46%) had worked in the entertainment industry for 
no pay in the previous twelve months and of those who had 51% received no 
expenses.  Theatre and film were identified as parts of the entertainment industry in 
which ‘no pay’ practices were widespread.  Of those who had worked for no pay in 
the past twelve months 47% had worked in theatre and 25% in film.  

Below we are responding to the questions that are relevant to Equity members living 
or working in Scotland:  

Leadership, Strategy and Support 

How can the industry successfully implement the recommendations outlined in the 
Screen Sector Leadership Group report? 

What is your view of the current leadership of the screen sector through Creative 
Scotland and other supporting bodies? 

Equity believes Creative Scotland is making progress against a hostile landscape. 
We have serious reservations about Scottish Enterprise’s interest or ability regarding 
the Screen Sector. 

How can we ensure that the Screen Unit has the remit and responsibility for 
providing the strategic vision and leadership across the sector? What changes to the 
current arrangements are necessary to achieve this? 
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It is hard to be effective when responsibility is shared with a partner with a separate 
agenda 

What are your views on the availability of funding and support for all content 
development? 

Recent increases in resources are welcome but significant  further resources are 
needed to help the sector reach its potential 

Do you consider the support provided by Scottish Enterprise to be adequate? 

How might they or other bodies work to provide appropriate support for the industry? 

No, especially on the Studio debacle. Equity would recommend reallocating Scottish 
Enterprise resources to Creative Scotland. Scottish Enterprise’s submission and 
presentations to various Parliamentary Committees on the subject of the Screen 
Sector give the impression of a body that thinks it is above Parliament. 

How can we nurture and maintain funding for production companies? 

How can Ofcom work to support the sector in its new role as regulator? 

Ofcom should amend its definitions of ‘out of London’ production (and therefore of a 
Scottish production) to include front of camera talent/activity. 

At the moment, the current rules are a bureaucratic exercise that are not understood 
by the viewer and work in favour of ‘front of camera’ talent living in London. 

What are your views on the state of commissioning for Scottish content? 

It is imperative that what is commissioned includes a balance to reflect the diversity 
of the UK and its population, including Scotland. 

How might Brexit impact the Scottish screen industry? 

This is a potential danger as it may disrupt European funding.  

There is also a potential impact on the free movement of people and its relevance to 
work opportunities for talent. Free movement of people within the EU allows the 
sector to benefit from visa-free exchange and touring throughout the EU and from 
EU nationals making Scotland their creative base. There is a concern that the 
requirement of visas for EU exchange risks deterring new creative collaborations and 
potentially threatens the attracting and retaining of talent. These issues could affect 
the ability of the Scottish screen industry to grow their international work and profile.  

In regards to film and TV production, official co-productions are only possible 
between countries which have signed a treaty defining co-production rules.  The 
European treaty, the European Convention on Cinematographic Co-Production, and 
was signed in October 1992 in Strasbourg and refers to its signatories as “member 
States and the other States Parties to the European Cultural Convention”.  The UK 
signed the original treaty as a member of the EU so conceivably would need to sign 
up again as a “European non-member State”.  The coproduction framework is 
important because it allows international film producers to work together to create a 
film which can gain state protections and tax benefits from multiple countries at the 
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same time. Being outside of that framework, or the uncertainty of having to re-sign 
up to it could be damaging for the film industry in Scotland. 

How do you view the role of broadcasters in supporting the sector? 

The Broadcasters’ support is crucial in supporting the sector, especially in giving 
opportunity to new talent. It is important that the broadcasters ensure proportionality 
by population of production spend to Scotland. 

How might the newly proposed BBC channel help support the industry in Scotland? 

Hopefully this Channel will help increase the amount of Scottish production to 
redress the current balance in the BBC portfolio. It is als an opportunity for new or 
young talent to gain exposure and experience.   

How can Scotland become a key destination for UK and international productions?  

Scotland is an hour’s flight from London. The reality of filming in the M25 studios in 
London involves daily commutes through grid locked traffic, early starts, long days 
etc. A major studio facility (or facilities) in Central Scotland could provide a superior 
experience for all on set with better transport and communications. 

Why have film and TV producers selected Scotland in the past as a location for 
production? 

What is your view on the current network of regional film offices across the country? 

Are you aware of examples of best practice in Scotland, or elsewhere, which the 
Committee could draw upon? 

Talent Development, Skills and Training 

Sustainable growth in the sector will depend, in part, on Scotland’s ability to nurture 
and retain domestic talent, in front and behind the camera. To better understand the 
challenges facing the sector, the Committee would be interested in your views 
regarding the following areas: 

How can Scotland nurture and retain domestic talent? 

It is important that opportunity is given to those living in or educated in Scotland. At 
the moment, Scottish educated talent often has to go elsewhere to find work due to 
insufficient opportunity. Priority must be shifted from the talent pool living in London 
to local talent.  

How might the new Screen Unit work across agencies to ensure a coherent 
approach to the development of talent? 

There is a dilemma here. The screen Unit is funded by money from the Scottish 
Government. There is a growing expectation that Scottish based or Scottish 
educated talent should benefit from this investment but there are no published 
criteria that ask for this. The Screen industry is London-centric and there is a danger 
of Scottish public investment ending up in London.  
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Are you aware of examples of best practice in Scotland, or elsewhere, which the 
Committee could draw upon? 

How can development, skills and training keep pace with the ever changing needs of 
the industry? 

Are there skills deficiencies or gaps which might impede productions choosing to 
come to Scotland? 

Does Scotland have the requisite level of domestic talent to accommodate an 
increase in productions coming to the country? 

Emphatically  yes! Scotland produces phenomenal front of camera talent 

What infrastructure, support and investment is required to ensure continuing 
development of talent in Scotland? 

Are there clear pathways from education through training to the workplace that 
deliver an industry-ready workforce? 

How do we address the problem of inconsistent work for employees in the Scottish 
screen sector? 

Do you feel there is a lack of diversity amongst employees in the screen industry? 
And if so, why might this be and what can be done to promote diversity? 

Yes, there is a lack of diversity in the screen sector based on all the protected 
characteristics. This is partly caused by the casual processes and insufficient time 
used when recruiting in the sector  

Do you feel enough investment is present for the purposes of training specialist 
skills? 

Are there ways in which film and TV productions can be encouraged to utilise 
Scottish cast and crew where appropriate? 

Yes, once headline talent has been identified, be it cast or crew, funded projects 
should be encouraged to show how much local employment they offer for both 
behind and in front of camera positions. 

Written submission from Dr M. Franklin 

Context for this Submission 

Dr M. Franklin is an academic at the Institute for Creative and Cultural 
Entrepreneurship (ICCE), Goldsmiths College, University of London. His research 
fields include film finance, digital engagement, marketing and distribution, calculative 
devices, and the conceptualisation and management of risk in the audiovisual 
industries. He has experience working on projects in areas relevant to this Call with 
Scottish Screen / Creative Scotland, Sigma Films, and the Scottish Documentary 
Institute. He has also worked on film policy and film industry related projects for Film 
London, UK Film Council, BOP Consulting, and Nesta, and conducted research 
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supported by AHRC, ESRC, Open Data Incubator Europe (Horizon 2020), and 
RCUK. Some elements of this response draw on 2016/17 postdoctoral research 
made possible through a 2014 donation to ICCE by its Chairman, see 
https://mcbfranklin.com/ for more details. The author has provided consultancy 
comments for EKOS’ work on film policy comparisons for the Screen Unit in 2017. 

Leadership, Strategy and Support 

In the first instance, in relation to the presentation of information regarding this Call 
for evidence - as with the current state of affairs in the Scottish Film Industry, there is 
a need for clarity in roles and responsibilities. 

As noted in the SSLG’s 2017 report foreword, responsibility for the sector is 
fragmented. It would be beneficial for public and industry knowledge that the lines of 
responsibility, spending authority and decision-making be explicitly set out.  

The language of the Call’s website: “The Committee understands that the Scottish 
Government and Creative Scotland are working on the development of a screen unit 
for Scotland… The Committee is keen to understand progress made to date and to 
feed into the development of the unit following its inception” could be read to mean 
this Committee is disconnected to the field and the work of the SSLG. The Creative 
Scotland website states Creative Scotland will present their work on developing the 
Screen Unit to the Cabinet Secretary for Tourism, Culture and External Affairs in late 
Autumn1, clarity and rigour of explanation of this review process, as well as in the 
forthcoming strategic output is required. 

The action agenda of this Committee and its work should be made crystal clear, as 
should its understanding of selected terms being used. For example: definitions of 
sustainability; the choice of aim for the Screen Sector to be seen as an economic 
driver, as opposed to being an economic driver; and the focus on board band [sic] 
but not innovative areas such as AI and blockchain – all these choices should be 
fully explained.2 This type of detail should also be provided by the SSLG in their 
work. 

The (independent) film industry in the UK and in Scotland in particular continues to 
deal with fundamental and persistent challenges. These issues are regularly 
addressed in reports, inquiries, commissions and working groups, often with artificial 
deadlines and little legacy of continuous work e.g. in management processes or data 
analysis. A priority should be to articulate sector responsibility clearly and then fully 
resource those responsible to achieve their articulated goals on a continuous basis. 

                                            
1
 http://www.creativescotland.com/resources/our-publications/scottish-government/screen-unit  

2
 N.B. Superfast broadband adoption will likely increase streaming adoption and rates of use, but 

simplistic connections between such entertainment engagement and domestic film sector impacts 
should not made. Detailed understanding of audience demand, project distribution and marketing 
spend is required. See later points on film data analysis development. Improved Internet provision 
should not be conflated with keeping “pace with digital trends”. Delivering appropriate Internet access 
to the entire population is utterly vital for a raft of socio-economic necessities outside of domestic 
content consumption, including education and social service provision. See the work of Professor. M 
Graham at https://www.oii.ox.ac.uk/ on Internet geographies. The correlation between digital 
exclusion and social deprivation has been recognized, and attention to lowest rates of Internet use in 
social housing is an important issue for government to work on 
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0052/00525051.pdf.  

https://mcbfranklin.com/
http://www.creativescotland.com/resources/our-publications/scottish-government/screen-unit
https://www.oii.ox.ac.uk/
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0052/00525051.pdf
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How can we ensure that the Screen Unit has the remit and responsibility for 
providing the strategic vision and leadership across the sector?  

The expert film team currently housed at Creative Scotland should have clear 
backing from government and effective partnership support, especially in dealing 
with private companies’ investment / involvement in the sector. As set out in the 
SSLG report – the vital, increased funds required, designation of creative and 
commercial responsibility and sector accountability should be transparently and 
completely allocated. 

With every newly announced film studio around the UK (Dagenham East, Suffolk 
etc.) the detrimental impact of Scotland’s lack of leadership and resource allocation 
to the sector is further amplified. 

What are your views on the availability of funding and support for all content 
development? How might Brexit impact the Scottish screen industry? 

The film industry is an international business. One of the most remarkable successes 
of the Scottish film industry has been Sigma Films’ collaboration with international 
partners e.g. Zentropa. Addressing environmental uncertainties including Brexit, the 
potential undermining of territorial financing models via the Digital Single Market, 
debates over the revision of the AVMSD – requires partnership at the UK and 
international levels. Whilst there are Scottish specificities, the fundamental dynamics 
of the film industry are so powerful that they require the greatest attention, most 
helpfully through deep, networked collaboration with partners at BFI, EFADs etc. 

Development funding is one of many fundamental issues to address, as well as IP 
valuation and accounting standards, data collection and analysis, cross Film Value 
Chain (FVC) balance of power dynamics, and developing strategic plans to 
maximise inward investment benefits to domestic industry. 

Multiple works, including those of Olsberg SPI and Northern Alliance have rigorously 
and repeatedly set out the core issues of the UK independent film sector.3 These 
problems connect to concepts that have been difficult to fully, acceptably define in 
context, including profit and sustainability and growth.  

To meaningfully set out and execute any strategy, the Screen Unit must fully define 
its terms and ambitions, its means of management and measurement. This includes 
mapping out the application of such definitions to each relevant context. For 
example, in respect of development what does sustainability or growth mean for 
individual companies, for the sector, in terms of conversion rate, scale of individual 
productions, volume of productions, amounts returned from production budgets 
including premiums or improved negotiated returns etc.?  

Exploration of cross FVC R&D support for content businesses would require UK 
strategy if, for example, tax advantaged schemes are considered. Provisions of extra 

                                            
3
 As has Steele (2015) re: profitability and production and the documents he cites: Department for 

Culture, Media and Sport. (1998). A bigger picture – Report of the film policy review group. London.  
Department for Culture, Media and Sport. (2012). A future for British film: It begins with the audience. 
London. In Steele, D., 2015. Rethinking the focus of UK film support: Is subsidising US studios a safe 
strategy for UK film production in the coming decade?. Cultural Trends, 24(1), pp.74-79. See also e.g. 
Olsberg SPI, (2017) The State of the UK Independent Film Sector. Pact. Northern Alliance. (2009). 
The Corporate Finance of SMEs in the UK Film Industry. UK Film Council. 
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public financial resources have helpfully been used as working capital for increased 
or diversified development spending, usually extra staffing or rights acquisition costs. 
[As opposed to producers’ provision of equity investment in their own films – the 
typical lack of which limits access to revenues high up the recoupment chart.] 

Development is the FVC segment regularly cited to be where prospective value may 
be maximised, relative to intervention expenditure. Development is where 
unmediated risk often lies, and new entrants including FAANG-like4 companies tend 
not to invest, choosing rather to acquire finished content of more known quality, thus 
destabilising the overarching FVC architecture that relies on investment in production 
such that hits have a chance to emerge.  

Examination of development support, especially that which might encourage 
increased scale of budget – and correlative release, would be advantageous. Scale 
of project ambition inherently interacts with budgetary dynamics, audience reach and 
distribution requirements – and these connections illustrate the different dimensions 
of risk at play. Getting above a threshold scale status in order to compete with other 
entertainment options is deemed vital in order for a film to stand a chance of 
delivering meaningful revenue, upon which distribution and production companies 
might progress toward ‘sustainability’. Pursuit of this aim requires support at the 
bottom of the industry pyramid – development.  

Nesta assesses the recognition of R&D5 as a legitimate practice in the arts, arguing 
experimental development meets the systematic work requirement. This is becoming 
ever more pertinent as an innovation issue as technology / services companies 
which also produce content for film, VR, games, cannot access support to help 
produce content – which is utterly vital to the ecosystem.  

The issue of development is an illustration that each aspect of each industry requires 
both holistic strategic thinking including partnership work, and fine-grained detailed 
examination. 

Talent Development, Skills and Training 

N.B. I will also comment on the question “What improvements to the current studio 
infrastructure are needed?” from the subheading: Infrastructure, Intelligence and 
Maximising Benefit to Scotland, in this section. 

What infrastructure, support and investment is required to ensure continuing 
development of talent in Scotland? Are there clear pathways from education 
through training to the workplace that deliver an industry-ready workforce? 

As noted in many publications, including the SSGL report, a film studio is crucial to 
Scotland’s film sector future. Delays in this area have seen Scotland continually slip 
behind numerous nations, cities and regions of the UK in terms of the scale and 
strength of its production and levels of inward investment. 

An issue that more successful areas of the UK have encountered as a result of 
inward investment is the need to identify means by which inward investment 

                                            
4
 Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Netflix, Google 

5
 See Bakhshi, H. and Lomas, E. (2017) Policy Briefing Defining R&D for the creative industries. 

Nesta: London. 
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productions can provide umbrella support to local companies. Across the world, the 
benefits of large-scale filmmaking, especially on technology companies that are then 
able to move into film creation and rights exploitation, are evident.  How might similar 
benefits be derived for companies in other FVC positions? Could movement of talent 
across independent to major projects be reciprocated with corporate benefits e.g. co-
signing of loans, provision of business expertise? 

The decrease in mid budget independent filmmaking is recognised as a barrier to 
talent development. The complex relations between inward investments’ pump 
primer utility, talent escalator role and the UK industry’s wish to avoid functioning 
purely as a service industry require mapping out. Scotland should bear these 
broader concerns in mind as it creates its studio infrastructure. For instance, setting 
out clear through-lines for e.g. potential career paths and business incubator 
support, from the new NFTS, right through to envisaged MPAA company productions 
must be established. Just as new facilities require appropriate funds for companies 
to access to incentivise location use, supportive environmental conditions for 
domestic companies are also required. Scotland should make best use of its 
particular advantages to join up innovation and the creative fields, and not just 
attempt to catch up with other nations and regions in traditional screen areas, but 
identify areas in which to excel.  

Infrastructure, Intelligence and Maximising Benefit to Scotland 

The need for more reliable data about the sector and how it might be collected  

More, high quality data about the entire life cycle of each film project, company 
financial performance, and audience behaviour is critical to the life of the 
independent film industry. Areas of impact include: access to finance; audience 
targeting and engagement; and improvement in distribution / exhibition efficiencies. 
Without rich, analysable, transparent data, answers to the following questions 
become even harder to discern. What measures can be taken [to] grow audiences 
and encourage participation in the sector more generally? How can we 
ensure/promote the consumption and production of domestic content in the digital 
age? Public agencies can lead in forming cross sector networks to address data 
issues. 

Data accrue at different times and places along the FVC6, and are rarely 
systematically combined, analysed or shared. Currently, through-lines of data-led 
work at larger companies or organisations with requisite data access are inhibited by 
team specialisms, or silo-ing, inertia, or HR legacies, whereas independents do not 
have the appropriate data or expertise. Public organisations often suffer many of 
these challenges. 

Initiatives to combat the problematic (non)use of data through innovative adoption of 
technology could enable inclusive, long-term, evidence-led approaches to film policy. 
Such efforts require cross industry partnerships.  

                                            
6
 See the introduction and papers of the Big Data Big Movies Conference Proceedings of the Erich 

Pommer Institut and the Film University Babelsberg KONRAD WOLF, Marketing Center Münster at 
the University of Münster, 
 https://en.epi.media/news/news.56.bigdata-bigmovies-conference-proceedings/  

https://en.epi.media/news/news.56.bigdata-bigmovies-conference-proceedings/
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Technology and management models in other creative industries provide templates 
for adaptation. Projects such as the Open Music Initiative7 can inspire similar 
innovations in film.8 Such initiatives are ground-up and must start from simple 
building blocks to get necessary market actors on board, the OMI started with 
identifying a Minimum Viable Data & Metadata package for a song as a point to build 
upon. Progress requires sector-wide buy in. 

The potential to address areas such as pooled anonymous data analysis, or 
networked trust to formalise derived due diligence in effect across devices mediating 
the FVC, are worth exploring. Steps can be taken by exploring decentralized data 
marketplaces9, where data can be appropriately valued and computation may be 
effected on confidential, encrypted data at point of use. [In areas of discrete tasks, 
such as audience segmentation, film dating and pricing, technology-led probabilistic 
approaches to risk can apply. However, application of data must be done accepting 
the existence of certain blackboxes, and respect for creative processes led by 
professional intuition: not closed probabilistic risk calculation, but experienced insight 
driving action based on informed reasoning.] 

A wealth of budget and finance plan information resides in different public 
organisations’ application and certification databases. Exploring how to harness this 
data, cognisant of technological, ethical, and practical application challenges is a key 
task - collaboration is crucial.  

Scotland has great advantages to exploit in this endeavour, not least its talent pool 
that has enabled production of data-led digital businesses e.g. Skyscanner and 
Fanduel. The strengths of its research universities, allied to a Studio hub and a 
world-renowned film school potentially offer a huge opportunity to deliver a top 
quality film sector. Consider the role the University of Edinburgh’s, Edinburgh 
Futures Institute could play: “We will mix our world-class expertise in data science 
with the arts, humanities and social sciences to better understand key issues. We 
will explore how data can improve civic services, catalyse creative sectors and 
address challenges in financial technology”.10 Establishment of a fully resourced and 
accountable Screen Unit integrated with Scottish partners such as the above 
mentioned, alongside e.g. Film City Glasgow and ECA Design Informatics, which 
works in alignment with BFI and other UK and international partners is vital to the 
future of the screen sector. 

 

                                            
7
 See http://open-music.org/  

8
 http://www.propellorfilmtech.com/ Consider the ideas presented at Berlin on 1.1.17 

9
 See the work of Enigma on such systems: https://enigma.co/enigma_full.pdf ; 

https://blog.enigma.co/beyond-catalyst-enigmas-vision-for-the-future-of-data-22fbb5845556  
10

 Bold - own emphasis https://efi.ed.ac.uk/wealth-of-expertise/  

http://open-music.org/
http://www.propellorfilmtech.com/
https://enigma.co/enigma_full.pdf
https://blog.enigma.co/beyond-catalyst-enigmas-vision-for-the-future-of-data-22fbb5845556
https://efi.ed.ac.uk/wealth-of-expertise/
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Scottish Parliament Infor mation C entre l ogo 

 

Culture, Tourism, Europe and External Relations Committee 

10th Meeting, 2018 (Session 5) Thursday 19 April 

Scotland’s Screen Sector inquiry: finance, investment and support 

This paper was prepared for the Culture, Tourism, Europe and External Relations 
Committee ahead of its inquiry session on finance, investment and support for the Scottish 
screen sector on 1 March 2018. 

As the Session 4 inquiry report, The economic impact of the film, TV and video games 
industries, noted identifying all the possible sources of support is difficult as the picture is 
fragmented, so this paper cannot be comprehensive. It is especially difficult to identify 
current schemes and funds. 

UK funding and support: film 

Production 

BBC Films: 

 The feature film-making arm of the BBC. It co-produces approximately eight films a 
year, working in partnership with major international and UK distributors. It is 
committed to finding and developing new talent, as well as collaborating with 
established writers and directors. 

BFI: 

 Development Fund, intended for the formal development of projects that are unlikely 
to be commercially financed at an early stage 

 Production funding, for new and established filmmakers. Priority given to projects 
and filmmaking teams that demonstrate a bold vision and creative excellence, and 
that are unlikely to be fully financed by the marketplace. 

 First feature funding, the Film Fund selects features from first-time directors at 
quarterly intervals. 

 International co-production funding, some production funds allocated to co-
productions awards, to support both majority and minority UK co-productions. Films 
supported in this way still need to qualify as a British film under one of the following: 

o The cultural test for film 
o The European Convention on cinematographic co-productions 
o One of the UK’s official bi-lateral co-production agreements 

 BFI Statistical Yearbook, an annual publication which presents in one place all the 
available statistics on UK film and the UK film industry: 

http://www.parliament.scot/S4_EconomyEnergyandTourismCommittee/Reports/Creative_industries_-_final_report.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S4_EconomyEnergyandTourismCommittee/Reports/Creative_industries_-_final_report.pdf
http://www.bbc.co.uk/bbcfilms/about
http://www.bfi.org.uk/supporting-uk-film/production-development-funding/development-funding
http://www.bfi.org.uk/supporting-uk-film/production-development-funding/production-funding
http://www.bfi.org.uk/supporting-uk-film/production-development-funding/first-feature-funding
http://www.bfi.org.uk/supporting-uk-film/production-development-funding/international-co-production-funding
http://www.bfi.org.uk/supporting-uk-film/british-certification-tax-relief/cultural-test-film
http://www.bfi.org.uk/film-industry/british-certification-tax-relief/co-production
http://www.bfi.org.uk/film-industry/british-certification-tax-relief/co-production
http://www.bfi.org.uk/education-research/film-industry-statistics-research/statistical-yearbook
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o Public investment in film in the UK, includes tables on Public funding for film 
in the UK by source and  Investment in film in the UK nations (see Annex A 
for latest version of some of these tables) 

BFI and Doc Society: 

 Documentary funding, up to £1m of National Lottery funds a year to provide funding 
for UK documentary films. 

HM Revenue and Customs: 

 Corporation Tax: creative industry tax reliefs: 

o Film Tax Relief (FTR), this state aid can be claimed if the film: 
 passes the cultural test or qualifies as an official co-production  
 is intended for theatrical release 
 at least 10% of the total production costs relate to activities in the UK 

o Films are entitled to either: 
 an additional tax deduction (the enhancement) of 100% of 

enhanceable expenditure (the lesser of UK qualifying expenditure or 
80% of total qualifying expenditure) 

 if a loss is surrendered - 25% of the loss up to the amount of 
enhanceable expenditure 

Film4: 

 Channel 4’s film production arm invests £15m annually in developing and financing 
films for theatrical release in cinemas, working collaboratively with filmmakers and 
usually in partnership with other funders.  

Skills and training 

BFI and Creative Skillset: 

 Film Skills Fund, invests in the skills and training of all areas of the UK film industry 
to secure its growth and sustainability. The aim is to strengthen and build skills and 
develop roles for the future, ensuring UK film remains world-class 

BFI Network, exists to nurture and support new filmmaking talent throughout the UK: 

 BFI NETWORK x BAFTA Crew, a year long professional development programme 
for writers, directors and producers, now closed 

CTBF (Cinema and Television Benevolent Fund), UK charity for Cinema, Film and TV 
professionals: 

 JBAs (John Brabourne Awards), a talent development programme providing 
financial assistance up to £5,000 to individuals working behind the scenes in Film 
and TV. 

http://www.bfi.org.uk/sites/bfi.org.uk/files/downloads/bfi-public-investment-in-film-2017-10-20.pdf
https://docsociety.org/bfi-doc/
http://www.bfi.org.uk/supporting-uk-film/production-development-funding/documentary-funding
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/corporation-tax-creative-industry-tax-reliefs
http://www.channel4.com/info/commissioning/4producers/film4-faqs
http://creativeskillset.org/
http://creativeskillset.org/about_the_film_skills_fund
https://network.bfi.org.uk/
https://network.bfi.org.uk/news-and-features/events-professional-development/bfi-network-x-bafta-crew
http://www.ctbf.co.uk/about-us.php
http://jbawards.org.uk/
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Other 

British Film Commission, national agency with a remit to maximise and support the 
production of international feature film and television in the UK 

Scottish funding and support: film 

Production 

Creative Scotland:  

 Production Growth Fund, allocation of £1.25m for the period 2017/18, is available to 
qualifying productions in the form of a non-recoupable grant. Its purpose is to help 
grow the screen production sector, create employment opportunities for Scottish-
based crew, encourage the use of Scottish-based production facilities companies 
and deliver a direct and significant economic benefit to Scotland. 

 Screen Funding, allocation of £4m for the period 2017/18, five routes for funding: 

o Market and Festival Attendance 
o Single Project Development Funding 
o Production Funding 
o Distribution and Exhibition Funding 
o Slate Development Funding (the deadline for this route was May 2017) 

 Film in Scotland (May 2017), a guide with information and links to the network of 
organisations that will help companies film in Scotland 

Creative Scotland, BFI NETWORK and Creative Skillset: 

 Scottish Film Talent Network, provides tailored support for new and emerging 
Scottish talent, alongside wider funding schemes and short film commissions: 

o First Feature Development, helps to identify what kind of support would help 
filmmakers who have not yet make their first feature tailoring it to the specific 
needs of each project. Support covers many areas including writers’ fees; 
story editing; script development; mentoring, or other professional 
development. 

o Emerging Talent Shorts, offers short film production funding to Emerging 
Talent on a rolling basis 

Creative Skillset in Scotland, works with creative industries to develop skills and talent, 
from classroom to boardroom 

Skills and training 

BAFTA Scotland and Skills Development Scotland: 

 Career Close-Up, a free programme of monthly events focussing on different skills 
and craft areas including: directing, screenwriting, producing, editing and 
cinematography. No events listed after May 2017 

 

http://britishfilmcommission.org.uk/
http://www.creativescotland.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/39493/Production-Growth-Funding-Guidance-PDF-2017-18-v2.pdf
http://www.creativescotland.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/39491/Screen_Funding_Guidance.pdf
http://www.creativescotland.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0015/41163/Film-IN-Scotland-2017.pdf
http://creativeskillset.org/
http://www.scottishfilmtalent.com/
http://www.scottishfilmtalent.com/first-feature/
http://www.scottishfilmtalent.com/emerging-talent-shorts/
http://creativeskillset.org/nations/scotland
http://www.bafta.org/scotland
https://www.skillsdevelopmentscotland.co.uk/
http://www.bafta.org/scotland/events-initiatives/features/bafta-scotland-and-skills-development-scotland-career-close-up
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Creative Scotland: 

 BellRock 2017, mentoring and workshop programme for six emerging screenwriters 
based in Scotland. Offer participants guidance and support towards writing their 
feature length screenplays. 

Creative Scotland and Scottish Enterprise: 

 FOCUS, business support scheme for Scottish based screen sector companies 
producing film, TV or animation content for broadcast or distribution. 

Creative Scotland and BFI NETWORK: 

 Scottish Film Talent Network, provides tailored support for new and emerging 
Scottish talent, alongside wider funding schemes and short film commissions: 

o Talent Programme Bursary, designed to support writers, directors and 
producers to attend development programmes, talent labs, single workshops 
and seminars. Filmmakers can apply for bursaries to support travel, 
accommodation, fees and accreditation costs. 

Other 

Creative Scotland: 

 Annual reviews, provide an annual review of Creative Scotland’s performance, 
includes information on funds granted to film projects 

 Creative Scotland Locations, the National Film Commission for Scotland, has an 
extensive database of location images, contact information for regional film films 
and crews and facilities 

 Film from Scotland (May 2017) booklet providing details of films recently shot in 
Scotland and those that were originated by or involve Scottish-based talent. It also 
indicates projects that received funding from Creative Scotland’s UK National 
Lottery Screen Funding and the Production Growth Fund. 

 Local Film Festival Fund, available for film festivals in regional areas of Scotland 
Festivals and organisations offering community cinema provision could apply for up 
to £3000 to support a film festival event taking place before January 31 2017. This 
fund still appears as active on Creative Scotland’s website but no dates after 2017. 

Cultural Enterprise Office (CEO) describes itself as “Scotland’s only dedicated business 
support organisation for the Creative Industries”: 

 Business Expertise sessions,  1-2-1, curated sessions designed to inform, educate, 
and safeguard your business 

 Support Hub, “one of a kind directory supporting creative across Scotland” 

Film Bang, Scotland’s Film and TV Directory, listing listing Production Companies, 
Facilities and Technicians. 

http://hospitalfield.org.uk/bellrock-2017-announces-selected-writers/
https://www.filmcityfutures.com/
https://network.bfi.org.uk/
http://www.scottishfilmtalent.com/
http://www.scottishfilmtalent.com/professional-development/
http://www.creativescotland.com/resources/our-publications/annual-reviews
http://www.creativescotlandlocations.com/
http://www.creativescotland.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0014/41162/Film-FROM-Scotland-2017.pdf
https://www.regionalscreenscotland.org/what-we-do/
http://www.creativescotland.com/funding/funding-programmes/funds-delivered-by-partners/visual-arts-and-crafts-awards
http://www.culturalenterpriseoffice.co.uk/
http://www.culturalenterpriseoffice.co.uk/our-services/business-expertise/
http://www.culturalenterpriseoffice.co.uk/our-services/support-hub/
https://www.filmbang.com/
https://www.filmbang.com/production-companies
https://www.filmbang.com/facilities
https://www.filmbang.com/personnel
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UK funding and support: television 

Production 

HM Revenue and Customs: 

 Corporation Tax: creative industry tax reliefs, all such programmes must: 

 pass the cultural test or qualifies as an official co-production  
 be intended for broadcast 

In addition there are specific requirements: 

o High-end Television Tax Relief (HTR), this state aid can be claimed if: 

 the programme is a drama, comedy or documentary 
 at least 10% of the total production costs relate to activities in the UK 
 the average qualifying production costs per hour of production length 

isn’t less than £1 million per hour 
 the slot length in relation to the programme must be greater than 30 

minutes. 

o Animation Tax Relief (ATR), this state aid can be claimed if: 

 at least 51% of the total core expenditure is on animation 
 at least 10% of the total production costs relate to activities in the UK 

o Children’s Television Tax Relief (CTR), an extension of high-end television 
and animation relief specifically for the producers of children’s television 
programmes. This state aid can be claimed if: 

 the programme must be for children, specifically the primary audience 
is expected to be under the age of 15 

 at least 10% of the total production costs relate to activities in the UK 

o Qualifying companies for HTR, ATR or CTR, can claim either: 

 an additional tax deduction (the enhancement) of 100% of 
enhanceable expenditure (the lesser of UK qualifying expenditure or 
80% of total qualifying expenditure) 

 if a loss is surrendered - 25% of the loss up to the amount of 
enhanceable expenditure 

Public Service Broadcasters (PSB) quotas set by Ofcom: 

 ITV, STV and Five: no agreements or commitments on minimum spend in Scotland 

 Channel 4: agreement to deliver a minimum of 9% of hours and spend in Scotland 
by 2020 

 BBC: agreement to deliver a minimum of 8% of hours and spend in Scotland 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/corporation-tax-creative-industry-tax-reliefs
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Skills and training 

Creative Skillset: 

 High End TV Levy Fund, all High End TV drama productions intending to take 
advantage of UK High End TV tax relief contribute to a skills levy which Creative 
Skillset manages. Over 90% of High End TV drama productions comply with paying 
the Levy and around £2m is available every year and applied developing the skills 
necessary to service the level of High End TV production in the UK 

 TV Skills Fund, the result of an agreement between  to invest in training for the 
freelance television workforce. The contributors are: BBC, Channel 4 and Five. It 
funds training organisations to deliver courses and development activities that will 
benefit the television industry across the UK and respond to the needs of the 
industry in addressing skills gaps and shortages 

 Children's TV Levy Fund, eligible productions contribute 0.5% of the production's 
UK core expenditure (in sterling), up to a maximum contribution of £40,860 to create 
a sustainable funding legacy which is used to directly support the next generation of 
live-action children’s TV talent 

CTBF (Cinema and Television Benevolent Fund): 

 JBAs (John Brabourne Awards), a talent development programme providing 
financial assistance up to £5,000 to individuals working behind the scenes in Film 
and TV. 

Other 

Creative Skillset: 

 HETV: Skills Research (October 2017), research which reveals the impact on the 
UK’s High End Television (HETV) production sector from the recent growth in 
FAANG (Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Netflix and Google) and increased home grown 
production activity. 

Scottish funding and support: television 

Production 

Creative Scotland:  

 Production Growth Fund, allocation of £1.25m for the period 2017/18, is available to 
qualifying productions in the form of a non-recoupable grant. Its purpose is to help 
grow the screen production sector, create employment opportunities for Scottish-
based crew, encourage the use of Scottish-based production facilities companies 
and deliver a direct and significant economic benefit to Scotland. 

  

http://creativeskillset.org/
http://creativeskillset.org/high_end_tv/about_high_end_tv_levy
http://creativeskillset.org/who_we_help/creative_businesses/help_your_business/support_for_the_tv_industry/tv_skills_fund
http://www.bbc.co.uk/
http://www.channel4.com/
http://www.channel5.com/
http://creativeskillset.org/who_we_help/creative_businesses/help_your_business/support_for_the_tv_industry/childrens_tv_levy
http://www.ctbf.co.uk/about-us.php
http://jbawards.org.uk/
http://creativeskillset.org/
http://creativeskillset.org/assets/0002/5967/HETV_Skills_Research_detailed_debriefKEHG.pdf
http://www.creativescotland.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/39493/Production-Growth-Funding-Guidance-PDF-2017-18-v2.pdf
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Skills and training 

Creative Scotland and Scottish Enterprise: 

 FOCUS, business support scheme for Scottish based screen sector companies 
producing film, TV or animation content for broadcast or distribution. It is a two-year 
pilot project 

Creative Scotland, Scottish Enterprise, BBC and Channel 4: 

 Supersizer: Big Ideas for Returning Series, company focused training programme 
delivered by professional trainers, commissioners and leading development 
executives 

Other 

Cultural Enterprise Office (CEO) describes itself as “Scotland’s only dedicated business 
support organisation for the Creative Industries”: 

 Business Expertise sessions,  1-2-1, curated sessions designed to inform, educate, 
and safeguard your business 

 Support Hub, “one of a kind directory supporting creative across Scotland” 

Film Bang, Scotland’s Film and TV Directory, listing listing Production Companies, 
Facilities and Technicians. 

 

Francesca McGrath 
16 February 2018 

 
  

https://www.filmcityfutures.com/
http://trcmedia.org/training-development/super-sizer
http://www.culturalenterpriseoffice.co.uk/
http://www.culturalenterpriseoffice.co.uk/our-services/business-expertise/
http://www.culturalenterpriseoffice.co.uk/our-services/support-hub/
https://www.filmbang.com/
https://www.filmbang.com/production-companies
https://www.filmbang.com/facilities
https://www.filmbang.com/personnel
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Annexe: 
Tables reproduced from the BFI statistical yearbook 2017: Public investment in film 

in the UK 

 

 

 

 

http://www.bfi.org.uk/sites/bfi.org.uk/files/downloads/bfi-public-investment-in-film-2017-10-20.pdf
http://www.bfi.org.uk/sites/bfi.org.uk/files/downloads/bfi-public-investment-in-film-2017-10-20.pdf
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Culture, Tourism, Europe and External Relations Committee 

10th meeting, 2018 (Session 5) Thursday 19 April 2018 

Legislative Consent Memorandum – Holocaust (Return of Cultural Objects) 
(Amendment) Bill 

Background 

1. The Committee has been designated as the lead committee for the legislative 
consent memorandum in relation to the Holocaust (Return of Cultural Objects) 
(Amendment) Bill. 
 

2. The purpose of this Bill is to remove a sunset clause from the parent legislation, 
the Holocaust (Return of Cultural Objects) Act 2009. The effect of the parent 
legislation is to enable national institutions to transfer ownership of objects within 
their collections where these are found to have been stolen during the 
Holocaust.  

 
3. The legislative consent memorandum explains that the Spoliation Advisory Panel 

is the body responsible for considering such claims in the UK (see annexe 
below). It notes that the Panel’s “…recommendations are non-binding on the 
parties but, in practice, they have always been followed”. 
 

4. When the Session 3 Education, Lifelong Learning and Culture Committee 
considered the legislative consent memorandum for the parent legislation, the 
then Minister for Culture, External Affairs and the Constitution explained that no 
claims had been made in respect of the collections regulated by the Act (i.e. 
those held by certain national institutions) in Scotland. The then Minister noted, 
however, that one claim had arisen in Scotland relating to the Burrell Collection 
(which is not regulated by the Act). 

 
5. The then Minister reflected on the scope of the Act and the number and type of 

claims made to date, "As there has been only a single case in Scotland, I am not 
that concerned, but if there were other cases, I would welcome a discussion with 
the committee about how we should legislate."  

 
6. As the memorandum for the amendment Bill does not explain how many cases 

have been raised and investigated in Scotland since the Act came into force, the 
Committee agreed by correspondence to ask the Scottish Government for 
further information. 

   

Scottish Government submission 

7. The Cabinet Secretary for Culture, Tourism and External Affairs confirmed that 
no claims have been made in respect of the collections held by Scottish national 
institutions designated under the Act when she wrote to the Committee on 11 
April 2018 (see letter in annexe below). 

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2009/16/contents
http://www.parliament.scot/SPLCM-S05-15.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/groups/spoliation-advisory-panel
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/Bills/16062.aspx
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=709&mode=html#iob_3005
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8. The Cabinet Secretary explained that the only claim that has arisen in Scotland 
(relating to the Burrell Collection) was considered by the Spoliation Advisory 
Panel and a settlement was reached in August 2015. 

 

Procedure for consideration of a legislative consent memorandum 

9. Chapter 9B of the Standing Orders sets out the procedures for consideration of 
an LCM. This must (a) summarise the UK Bill and its policy intentions; (b) specify 
the extent to which the Bill makes provision to alter the competence of the 
Scottish Ministers, and (c) outline whether the Scottish Government intends to 
lodge a motion recommending that the Scottish Parliament gives its consent to 
the provision, along with the reasons behind this decision.  
  

10. Once lodged, the Parliamentary Bureau refers the LCM to the relevant lead 
committee which is required to consider it and report its views to the Parliament. 
A legislative consent motion is then taken in the Parliament. 

 
11. It is usual practice for the Parliament to have expressed a view on the LCM in 

time for the final amending stage in the House in which the Bill was introduced, 
i.e. the report stage in the Commons or third reading in the Lords. 

 
12. The Bill was introduced in the House of Commons on Tuesday, 13 March 2018 

under the Ten Minute Rule. It is expected to have its second reading debate in 
the House of Commons on Friday, 27 April 2018. 
 

Delegated Powers and Law Reform Committee 

13. The Clerk to the Delegated Powers and Law Reform Committee has considered 
the legislative consent memorandum and determined that, as the new provision 
contains no delegated powers, it does not engage the Committee’s remit.  
 

Decision 

14. This Committee is invited to– 
 

 consider whether to recommend that the Parliament give its consent to 
the relevant provisions of the Holocaust (Return of Cultural Objects) 
(Amendment) Bill; and 
 

 to delegate to the Convener and Clerk the production of a short, factual 
report detailing the Committee’s consideration and arranging for its 
publication. 

  

Sigrid Robinson 
Assistant Clerk 

 

https://services.parliament.uk/bills/2017-19/holocaustreturnofculturalobjectsamendment.html
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Annexe 
Legislative Consent Memorandum – Holocaust (Return of Cultural Objects) 

(Amendment) Bill – lodged by the Scottish Government on 15 March 2018 

LEGISLATIVE CONSENT MEMORANDUM 

HOLOCAUST (RETURN OF CULTURAL OBJECTS) (AMENDMENT) BILL 

1.  This memorandum has been lodged by Fiona Hyslop, Cabinet Secretary for 
Culture, Tourism and External Affairs, under Rule 9B.3.1(b) of the Parliament’s 
Standing Orders. The Holocaust (Return of Cultural Objects) (Amendment) Bill 
was introduced in the House of Commons on 13 March 2018. The Bill can be 
found at: 
https://services.parliament.uk/bills/20179/holocaustreturnofculturalobjectsamend
ment.html   

2. The Holocaust (Return of Cultural Objects) Act 2009 (“the 2009 Act”) allows the 
United Kingdom’s national museums and galleries to transfer cultural objects out 
of their collections on grounds relating to events occurring during the Nazi era 
(defined in the Act as 1933 to 1945), i.e. to return to their rightful owners works 
of art which were looted before and during World War II.  

 The 2009 Act was introduced, as a Private Member’s Bill, in order to enable the 
national institutions to give effect to recommendations made by the Spoliation 
Advisory Panel (“the Panel”). The Panel was established in 2000 in order to 
consider claims from anyone who had lost possession of a cultural object in 
circumstances relating to events during the Nazi era and to advise on a “fair and 
just solution” in each case. Its recommendations are non-binding on the parties 
but, in practice, they have always been followed. Until the 2009 Act, national 
institutions were unable to implement any recommendation to transfer an object 
from their collections. 

3. With the agreement of the Scottish Parliament, the National Museums of 
Scotland, the National Galleries of Scotland and the National Library of Scotland 
were included in the provisions of the 2009 Act. These institutions are otherwise 
prevented from releasing objects because of their general statutory duties to 
preserve their collections. These duties are contained in, respectively, the 
National Heritage (Scotland) Act 1985, the National Galleries of Scotland Act 
1906 and the National Library of Scotland Act 2012 (which reformed the Library’s 
original governance under the National Library of Scotland Act 1925). 

4. The 2009 Act also requires the Secretary of State to obtain the agreement of the 
Scottish Ministers prior to approving decisions relating to recommendations of 
the Panel which relate to the institutions in Scotland. 

5. The institutions covered by the 2009 Act are set out in section 1 of that Act (as 
amended by the National Library of Scotland Act 2012). They are all statutory 
bodies which would otherwise be prevented by their governing legislation from 
returning such objects. 

https://services.parliament.uk/bills/20179/holocaustreturnofculturalobjectsamendment.html
https://services.parliament.uk/bills/20179/holocaustreturnofculturalobjectsamendment.html
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6. Section 2 of the 2009 Act gives the named institutions a power to transfer 
objects out of their collection where such transfer has been recommended by the 
Panel and that recommendation has been approved by the Secretary of State. 

7. However, section 4(7) of the 2009 Act is a sunset clause which provides that: 

 “This Act expires at the end of the period of 10 years beginning with the day on 
which it is passed.” 

8. The 2009 Act received Royal Assent on 12 November 2009, so it will expire at 
the end of 11 November 2019 under the provisions of section 4(7) of the Act. 
The original sunset clause is thought to have reflected an expectation that only a 
finite number of such claims for cultural objects would materialise. 

Content of the Holocaust (Return of Cultural Objects) (Amendment) Bill 

Proposed policy 

The UK Government wishes the 2009 Act to continue to have effect indefinitely. Its 
view is that: 

 it remains an absolute imperative to correct the wrongs that took place 
during the Nazi era when it comes to cultural property; 

 this principle is not affected by the passage of time - arguably, the need is 
strengthened as memories start to fade; 

 the completion of reports by national institutions into items with incomplete 
provenance during the relevant period is ongoing; 

 as such, potential claimants may be unaware of the location of objects which 
used to be in the possession of their families; and 

 owing to limitation laws, claimants are unlikely to be able to pursue a claim 
for return of their property through the courts. Referral to the Spoliation 
Advisory Panel is often the sole remaining route for pursuing the return of 
such an object. 

9. The Scottish Ministers agree with the proposal and that this policy should have 
effect in Scotland. 

10. The UK Government considers that the most straightforward way to achieve the 
above policy aim is to repeal section 4(7) of the 2009 Act. 

Extent and application 

11. The 2009 Act extends to England and Wales and Scotland (section 4(2)). A 
number of the institutions specified in section 1 are located in Scotland, and the 
consent of Scottish Ministers is required before a Scottish institution may transfer 
an object (section 2(4)). It is intended that the extent of the Act should remain the 
same and a legislative consent motion is therefore required. 
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Provisions which relate to Scotland 

12. The Bill consists of only two clauses. The first clause amends the wording of 
section 4 of the 2009 Act to remove subsection (7). This has the effect of 
repealing the sunset clause. The second clause defines the extent of the Bill, 
which extends the Bill to Scotland, sets out provisions relating to the Bill’s 
commencement and establishes the short title of the Bill, when enacted.  

 Reasons for seeking a Legislative Consent Motion 

13. Overall it would be difficult to justify taking up the Scottish Parliament’s time with 
a separate Bill to implement these proposals. As a Bill amending an Act of the 
UK Parliament, it is in any case more appropriate to allow the UK Parliament to 
legislate for Scotland in this area. This also has the effect of enabling the Bill’s 
provisions on this issue to come into force in different parts of the UK at the 
same time and on the same basis. 

14. The UK Government’s Department for Culture, Media and Sport issued a 
consultation paper in 2006, seeking views on whether to lift the statutory and 
other legal restrictions relating to the return of objects lost during the Nazi era. 
There was general agreement that this would be the appropriate way forward. 
The consultation paper and responses received are available at the following 
link: http://www.culture.gov.uk/reference_library/consultations/1116.aspx 

15. Until recently, it was intended that the UK Government should issue a further 
consultation paper on whether to extend the 2009 Act and, if so, for how long (for 
example, whether there should be a further sunset period of 5-10 years). 
However, UK Ministers took the view that it should continue indefinitely and 
decided to pursue that policy without public consultation. The institutions affected 
by the proposals in Scotland have been consulted and welcome the proposals. 

Financial implications 

16. The financial implications of the Bill in Scotland are likely to be very limited. In 
the absence of a continuing power to return objects to their owners, the national 
collections in Scotland could, in theory, face claims for ex-gratia compensation 
payments, were any items in their collections to be identified as having been 
stolen in the Nazi era. The national collections have undertaken work over years 
to establish the provenance of their collections with a view to establishing a full 
past history. 

17. Scottish Ministers accepted the arguments for changing the law in relation to 
national collections’ ability to return cultural objects stolen during the Nazi era, 
and accept that these provisions remain relevant and should not come to an end. 
The proposals in the Holocaust (Return of Cultural Objects) (Amendment) Bill 
achieve this and the motion provides a simple and effective means for Scottish 
institutions to be included.  

 

  

http://www.culture.gov.uk/reference_library/consultations/1116.aspx
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Draft Legislative Consent Motion 

18. The draft motion, which will be lodged by the Cabinet Secretary for Culture, 
Tourism and External Affairs, is:  

“That the Parliament agrees that the relevant provisions of the Holocaust (Return 
of Cultural Objects) (Amendment) Bill, introduced in the House of Commons on 
13 March 2018, relating to the repeal of section 4(7) of the Holocaust (Return of 
Cultural Objects) Act 2009, so far as these matters fall within the legislative 
competence of the Scottish Parliament, should be considered by the UK 
Parliament.” 

Scottish Government  
March 2018 
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